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ABSTRACT 

 
A method for selecting and rating scientific and professional journals 

representing the discipline of ergonomics and human factors is proposed. The 

method is based upon the journal list, impact factors and citations provided by 

the Institute of Scientific Information (ISI), and the journal list published in the 

Ergonomics Abstracts. Three groups of journals were distinguished.  The 

‘ergonomics journals’ focus exclusively on ergonomics or human factors. The 

‘related journals’ focus on other disciplines than ergonomics or human factors, 

but regularly publish ergonomics/human factors papers. The ’basic journals’ 

focus on other technical, medical or social sciences than ergonomics, but are 

important for the development of ergonomics/human factors. Journal quality 

was rated using a maximum of four categories: top quality (A-level), high 

quality (B-level), good quality (C-level)) and professional (P-level). The above 

methods were applied to develop journal ratings for the year 2003. A total of  

24 ‘ergonomics journals’, 58 ‘related journals’ and 142 ‘basic journals’ were 

classified.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Articles published in the archival, peer-review journals are considered one of the 

most important measures of scientific achievements, both in terms of quality and 

productivity.  An evidence of the published work is often used as one of primary 

criteria for evaluation of one’s contribution to the discipline and related recognition of 

such by the scientific community. 

 The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) has selected about 8000 journals 

that are being considered as high quality scientific journals (ISI 2003). The ISI tracks 

the number of citations to the articles that have been published in a journal. One of 

the most popular measures of the journal’s quality is the ISI ‘impact factor’. The 

impact factor for a given year is defined as the ratio of the number of citations to the 

number of articles published in the journal in the two years after the publication date 

(ISI, 2003).  Typically, the ISI- classified journals with the high impact factors in 

comparison to other journals are considered as the top journals in a given discipline. 

 In order to support scientists and professionals in selecting journals for their 

articles, and to stimulate improving the quality of journals in a given field, several 

disciplines have published rating lists of journals that represent the discipline.  For 

example, in the field of economics and business administration the WU-rating of the 

Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration (Meier 2002) rates 

some 2300 journals. In this rating system 5 levels of journals are distinguished. The 

higher level journals have high scientific reputation, international distribution and 

readership, broad coverage of the discipline, blind referee procedures and high 

impact factors. 

 In the past 50 years, ergonomics and human factors (hereafter called 

ergonomics) has developed as a separate scientific discipline with its own scientific 

societies, meetings and publications.  Articles in this field are published in journals 

that focus exclusively on the entire field of ergonomics or its sub-disciplines 
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(‘ergonomics journals’), or in journals that basically focus on other, but related 

disciplines (‘related journals’). Ergonomics journals help to disseminate ergonomics 

knowledge within the ergonomics community, whereas related journals help to 

disseminate ergonomics knowledge in other disciplines. Another group of journals 

focus on a diversity of technical, medical and social sciences. These ‘basic journals’ 

normally do not publish ergonomics articles, but the knowledge published in such 

journals is important to the development and enhancement of the discipline of 

ergonomics.  

 In the recent past, several lists of journals in the field of ergonomics have 

been published. For example, the database of Ergonomics Abstracts contains 

indexes and abstracts of articles from more than 300 journals, relevant for the field of 

ergonomics (Ergonomics Abstracts 2003). On the website Ergoweb, some 40 

journals are listed (Ergoweb 2003). Furthermore, national ergonomics societies and 

university groups have published their own journal lists. However, there is no 

consensus between the existing lists as to the ranking of the available journals. No 

generally accepted list of journals that represent the ergonomics discipline is 

available, nor a universally accepted system for rating the quality of these journals 

exists.  

 This paper is a first attempt to provide a systematic assessment for rating of 

journals in the field of ergonomics. The proposed system includes the selection of 

relevant journals, and the rating of these journals. The system is consequently used 

to develop the Ergonomics Journal Rating 2003. 
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2. Methods 

2.1 General 

Definitions 

The International Ergonomics Association, representing some 19,000 ergonomics 

researchers and practitioners world wide, describes ergonomics (human factors) as 

“the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions among 

humans and other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, 

principles, data and methods to design in order to optimise human well-being and 

overall system performance”. 

 In this paper the term ergonomics includes the term ‘human factors’, as well 

as its equivalents in other languages. The term ‘journal’ refers to a scientific or 

professional periodical with ISSN-number such as a journal, a magazine or a 

newsletter. 

The impact factor of a journal is defined according to ISI as the number of current 

citations a journal receives to articles published in the two previous years, divided by 

the number of articles published in the journal during these years. For example, the 

2001 impact factor of a journal equals the number of citations in 2001 to articles 

published in the journal in 1999 and 2000, divided by the number of articles 

published in the journal in 1999 and 2000. 

 

System criteria 

 The following design criteria were used for developing the system for 

selecting and rating journals in the field of ergonomics: 1) knowledge relevance 

(representation),  2) simple categorisation scheme, 3) objectivity, and 4) broad 

acceptability. Knowledge relevance means that the coverage of the considered 

journals reflect the discipline of ergonomics according to the above definition of 
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ergonomics. Simple categorisation scheme means that the system has a limited 

number of levels under which the journals are categorised. Objectivity refers to a 

system that can be applied by different researchers with the same (or similar) results. 

Finally, a broadly accepted system is a system that uses selection and rating criteria 

that are also used in rating systems for other disciplines. 

 

2.2 Journal selection 

Selection criteria 

In the scientific disciplines other than ergonomics, several methods have been used 

for the selection of core journals. Core journals of a discipline can be defined as the 

list of journals from the respective ISI-category. The category ‘ergonomics’ of the ISI 

Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) contains 12 journals. Because only a small 

number of journals is included, this approach appears to be too limited and 

restrictive. Another approach for selecting the core journals is to evaluate the journal 

utilisation habits of visitors of an academic library. However, it seems that the 

frequency of using journals differ considerably between different user groups 

(Joswick and Stierman (1997).  

 Morris and McCain (1998) consider journals as the ‘core’ jounals if they are 

covered by the science indexing services of the discipline (such as the Ergonomics 

Abstracts in the field of ergonomics), have relevant language in the articles’ titles, 

abstracts, or keywords, and have sufficient citation visibility to be included in one of 

the ISI databases. In this paper, the criteria of Morris and McCain were used for 

developing the current method for selecting journals in the field of ergonomics. 

 

Selection of ergonomics journals 

 The ‘ergonomics journals’ were defined as journals that focus exclusively on 

the entire field or on sub-disciplines of ergonomics. Journals are considered to be the 

‘ergonomics journals’ if the name ‘ergonomics’ is part of the journal name, or if in the 
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aims, objective or scope of the journal, specific reference is made to the discipline of 

ergonomics as the major focus. The list of journals from the Ergonomics Abstracts 

Online (Ergonomics Abstracts 2003) was used here to make the first selection of 

ergonomics journals. Based on the authors’ knowledge, additional candidate 

ergonomics journals were added. Both scientific journals (ISI-journals and others) 

and professional journals were included. In order to develop the final list of 

ergonomics journals, all journals were evaluated using the above definition of 

ergonomics journals. 

 

Selection of related journals 

 The ‘related journals’ were defined as journals that focus on other disciplines 

than ergonomics, but regularly publish ergonomics articles. ‘Regularly publish’ is 

defined as the publication of at least 5 ergonomics articles in the last 5 years. In 

order to avoid journals that have published several ergonomics articles at the same 

time (e.g. a special issue of a journal), the journal must have ergonomics articles 

during at least 2 years in the 5-year period. In the list of related journals, an 

‘ergonomics article’ is defined as an article that uses at least one of the words 

‘ergonomics’, ‘ergonomic’, ‘ergonomical’ ‘ergonomically’, ‘ergonomist’, ‘ergonomists’, 

or ‘human factors’ in the title, the abstract or the keywords of the article.  

 The ISI databases Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED), 

Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), and Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI) 

were used to select related journals as defined above. In order to distinguish 

between journals that refer to the ergonomics discipline as ‘ergonomics’, and journals 

that refer to the discipline as ‘human factors’, the keyword-strings: “(ergon*) NOT 

(human factors)”, “(human factors) NOT (ergon*)”,  were used separately. Articles 

with the word ‘ergonovine’ were excluded. The list of related journals contains only 

the ISI-classified journals; professional (trade) journals (or magazines) were not 

included.  
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Selection of basic journals 

 The ‘basic journals’ were defined as journals that focus on other technical, 

medical or social disciplines than ergonomics. While the basic journals are important 

for the development of the discipline of ergonomics, they normally do not publish 

ergonomics articles as defined under ‘related journals’. For selecting the basic 

journals, the list of Ergonomics Abstracts On-Line was used. From this list, the 

ergonomics journals and the related journals were excluded, as well as non-ISI-

journals. The list of basic journals contains only the ISI-classified journals. 

 

2.3 Journal rating 

Rating criteria 

The selected ergonomics, related and basic journals were rated according to the 

following criteria (if relevant): 

- Scientific or professional, 

- ISI- or non-ISI, 

- High or low impact factor. 

 

Scientific journals were considered separately from professional journals, because of 

the differences in scope: scientific journals concentrate on the production of new 

knowledge and on scientific readership, whereas professional journals concentrate 

on the application of knowledge, and are meant for professionals and non-scientific 

readership. Because of the limited number of professional journals (only for 

ergonomics journals), all such journals were grouped into one level (P-level). 

 A journal is considered to be a scientific journal if it publishes peer reviewed 

papers and has a scientific editorial of advisory board. Within the set of scientific 

journals, the ISI-classified journals are typically considered to be of higher quality 

level than the non-ISI journals. Non-ISI scientific journals are rated at level C.  Within 
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the set of ISI-classified journals, the journals with higher impact factors relative to 

other journals in the same subject area, are considered to have higher quality (level 

A) than journals with lower impact factor in that area (level B). The proposed rating 

method for selected journals is shown in Table 1. 

 

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

 

Rating of ergonomics journals 

The rating method was applied to ergonomics journals as follows. An ergonomics ISI-

classified journal was rated at level A, if at least half of all other ergonomics ISI-

journals have lower impact factors. Otherwise, an ergonomics ISI-journal was rated 

at level B. If a non-ISI-classified journal is a scientific journal, it was rated at the C-

level. All other ergonomics journals were considered professional journals (P-level). 

 

Rating of related journals 

Since the related journals are all ISI-classified journals, these journals were rated 

only at level A or level B.  The related journal was rated at level A, if at least half of 

the ISI- journals in the same ISI-category have lower impact factors. An ISI-category 

is a set of ISI journals classified by ISI into the same subject area. One journal can 

be classified into more than one ISI-category. If a related journal belongs to more 

than one ISI-category, that journal is rated at A-level, if it is rated at A-level in at least 

one category, independent of the rating in the other category. If a related journal is 

not rated at A-level, it is rated at the B level. 

 

Rating of basic journals 

The selected basic journals are all ISI-classified journals; consequently, only levels A 

and B apply.  Since we question the completeness of the present list of basic journals 

(see Discussion section under ‘basic  journals 2003’), and since there is a great 
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variety of subject areas of basic journals, for simplicity, the basic journals were rated 

as if all journals were in the same subject area. As a consequence, the rating of 

these journals into A- or B-level was based upon the absolute value of the impact 

factor. A basic journal is rated at level A if at least half of all other basic journals have 

lower impact factors. Otherwise, it is rated at level B.  

 

2.4. Ergonomics Journal Rating for 2003 

The above journal selection and rating methods were applied to develop the 

Ergonomics Journal Rating 2003. The databases of the ISI and of Ergonomics 

Abstract On-Line, and the database with the most recent impact factors published by 

the ISI Journal Citation Reports (2001), were examined in January 2003. In the 

presentations of the results, for each rating-level, the journals are sorted 

alphabetically.  

 

3. Results 

3.1 Selection of journals 

Tables 2-4 show that 24 ergonomics journals, 58 related journals and 142 basic 

journals were selected. 

 

3.2. Rating of Journals 

Rating of ergonomics journals 

Table 2 shows the rating of the ergonomics journals. There are 3 top journals (A-

level), 3 high quality journals (B-level), 8 good quality journals (C-level) and 10 

professional journals (P-level). 

 

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 
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Rating of related journals 

Table 3 shows the rating of the related journals. There are 28 top journals (A-level) 

and 30 high quality journals (B-level).  

 

INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE  

 

Rating of basic journals 

Table 4 shows the rating of the 142 basic journals with 71 top journals (A-level) and 

71 high quality journals (B-level).  

 

INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE 

 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Journal rating system 

 The developed journal rating system is a first attempt for selecting and rating 

journals that are relevant for the field of ergonomics and human factors. It appears 

that the proposed system is representative in the sense that journals are included 

from all subject areas of ergonomics, where ergonomics is broadly defined according 

to the description of the International Ergonomics Association. In particular, the group 

of basic journals covers many different areas because of the broad description of 

ergonomics that is used in the Ergonomics Abstracts.  

 The proposed system is relatively simple and straightforward. Journals are 

selected from existing databases (ISI, Ergonomics Abstracts).  Three rating levels for 

the scientific journals and one rating level for the professional journals were 

distinguished. 

 The proposed assessment system is objective in the sense that it can be 

repeatedly applied by others with the same results. However, the subjective element 

in the system comes from the selection process of journals in the databases of ISI 
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and Ergonomics Abstracts. For example, the ISI editorial staff selects journals on the 

basis of a combination of editorial content, publishing criteria, and citation history. 

It remains to be seen whether the rating system developed here, can be broadly 

accepted. The selection and rating of journals relies heavily on the list of ISI-journals 

and its impact factors.  

 Although the ISI-databases are generally considered as valuable tools for 

selecting and rating (scientific) journals, there has also been criticism of such an 

approach. For example, only a limited number of high quality regional journals and 

journals in other languages than English, show up in the list. In general, the true 

impact factor of any given journal not only depends on the quality of the journals and 

its articles as measured by the ISI impact factor, which is based on the relative 

number of citations alone. Other important factors that are, unfortunately, not 

considered by the ISI impact factor measure (Amin and Mabe 2000) include: 

1) the type of article: review articles have higher impact factors than other 

contributions, 

2) the subject area of the journal: fundamental subject areas (i.e. human factors) 

have higher impact factors than specialised and applied subject areas (i.e.human 

factors in manufacturing), and 

3) the size of the journal: journals with many articles per year have smaller yearly 

fluctuations of their impact factors. 

 In the proposed journal rating system for ergonomics, only the dependency of 

the impact factor on variations in subject area is considered (not for the basic 

journals). Other factors of variation are not addressed.  It is difficult to judge whether 

the selection and rating of journals is valid, since there is no ‘golden standard’. Also, 

no other rating systems are available for ergonomics. Other journal rating systems 

should be developed in order to allow comparison with the present rating system. For 

example, other systems could use different methods for selection of core papers (e.g. 

bibliographic analyses of journals using cross-citations and inter-citations of articles), 
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or different methods for rating of journals (e.g. based on opinions of ergonomics 

experts). 

 It should be stressed that journal rating systems such as the one developed 

here are normally based on the ‘classical’ view of a division between scientific and 

professional knowledge: scientists produce knowledge and publish their results in 

scientific journals, while professionals apply this knowledge in their everyday 

practise. However, in our opinion, the division between knowledge production and 

knowledge application is less sharp. In the discipline like ergonomics, academic 

knowledge and practical knowledge are often combined in order to produce applied 

knowledge.  

 

4.2 Ergonomics Journal Rating 2003 

Ergonomics journals 2003 

The list of ergonomics A- and B-rated journals is rather small. One reason is that 

ergonomics journals are strictly defined as journals that primarily focus on 

ergonomics, as indicted by the name of the journals or by the description of the aims, 

the objective or the scope of the journal.  A valid question would be whether or not to 

include in the list of ergonomics journals those journals that come from the subfield of 

human-computer interaction, for example the International Journal of Human-

Computer Interaction or the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies. In the 

last decades the field of human-computer-interaction has developed towards a more 

independent subject area, but it can be classified as one of the broadly defined 

subfields of ergonomics. Since such journals refer to ergonomics as only one of the 

areas of interest (which may help to emphasise the autonomy of the field), these 

journals are not classified as ‘ergonomics journals’ according to the definition we 

have used in this paper. These journals do show up in the list of ‘related journals’ 

since they regularly publish ergonomics articles as defined here. As a contrast, the 

International Journal of Cognitive Ergonomics (even though its publication was 
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recently discontinued) refers to ergonomics as the major goal of the journal, both in 

the journal title and in the scope, and was therefore included in our list.  

 We believed that the presented list of ergonomics A- and B- rated journals is 

fairly complete. It is possible that some C- or P-journals, in particular in languages 

other than English, are missing.  With respect to the rating of the ‘ergonomics 

journals, it can be observed that the three A-level journals have a long and good 

reputation within ergonomics. These journals count for 18% of the total number of 

abstracts in the database Ergonomics Abstracts, whereas they represent only 3% of 

the total number of journals with more than 10 abstracts (Luczak et al, 1999).  

From our analysis it turns out that the six A- and B-ergonomics journals have 

published considerably more ergonomics papers (average 71) than the related 

journals (average10). These A- and B-rated journals also show up in most 

ergonomics journal lists that we have found.  

 

Related journals 2003 

There are 58 related journals that have published at least 5 articles in the last 5 

years. This is 9 % of all 678 ISI classified journals that have published at least one 

ergonomics article in the last 5 years. 27 of the 58 related journals have published 10 

articles or more. 

 The definition of an ‘ergonomics article’ as an article that uses at least one of 

the words ‘ergon*’, or ‘human factors’ in the title, the abstract or the keywords of the 

article, has its limitations. For example, in one of the ergonomics journals (Human 

Factors) these keywords are used in only 14 articles (10 times ‘ergon*’ and 4 times 

‘human factors’), although it can be assumed that all articles in this ergonomics 

journal are relevant. This phenomenon might occur in the non-ergonomics journals 

as well. On the other hand, if a non-ergonomics journal uses ergonomics keywords, 

one can expect that the article is relevant to ergonomics. Exceptions are articles that 

use the words ‘human factors’ in a general way, not referring to the discipline (e.g. 
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“human factors causes of climate changes”). However, journals that publish such 

articles do not reach the threshold of 5 articles in 5 years. Taking these aspects into 

account, we estimate that the number of related journals might be an 

underestimation of the total number of relevant related journals. 

 Table 5 shows the list of 85 ISI-categories in which the 58 ‘related journals’ 

were classified (one journal can be classified into more than one category). 

It turns out that ergonomics articles have been published within a variety of 

disciplines (and ISI journal categories). Eighteen categories (34 journals) are within 

the field of medicine, human health, and biology, and particularly in the category 

‘public, environmental & occupational health’ (12 journals). Twelve categories (21 

journals) are within the field of engineering and technology, in particular in the 

category ‘industrial engineering’ (6 journals), while 7 categories (17 journals) are 

within the field of computers and information, in particular in the category 

‘cybernetics’ (6 journals). 

 

INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE 

 

 In the selected ‘related journals’, the keywords ‘ergon*’ showed up in twice as 

many articles than the keywords ‘human factors’. Some typical ‘ergonomics’-related 

journals and ‘human factors’ related journals are shown in Table 6. It appears that 

ergonomics is used more in the area of occupational health and in applications in 

medicine, whereas human factors is used more in the ‘related journals’ in the areas 

of computer science and engineering, as well as applications in aviation and 

transport.   

 With respect to journal ratings, the impact factor of a journal is related to the 

impact factors of other journals in the same subject area. Consequently, some of the 

journals with higher impact factors can be rated lower than journals with lower impact 

factors. For example, the Journal of Electromyography and Kinesiology, that belongs 
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to the ISI-categories: Neurosciences and Physiology, has an impact factor of 1.145 

and is rated at B-level, whereas the journal Computers & Industrial Engineering, that 

belongs to the ISI-categories Interdisciplinary Applications in Computer Science, and 

Industrial Engineering, has an impact factor of 0.391, but is rated at A-level. 

 

INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE 

 
Basic journals 2003 

The selection of ‘basic journals’ (journals that are important for the development of 

the discipline of ergonomics) is based on the journal list of Ergonomics Abstracts. 

This database contains abstracts of 331 journals, including 179 ISI-classified 

journals. The publisher claims that the database is “spanning the whole wide world of 

ergonomics and human factors”. One would expect that at least the related journals, 

that publish ergonomics articles regularly, are included in the list. We have found that 

10 ‘related journals’ rated at A-level and 18 ‘related journals’ rated at B-level, 

including several journals that have published more than 10 ergonomics articles, 

were not part of the journal list of Ergonomics Abstracts. If the journal list contained in 

the Ergonomics Abstracts is not complete, it could not be the only source for 

selecting ‘basic journals’. Additional approaches, such as selection by experts or 

analysis based on the bibliographic studies should also be used.  

 With respect to the rating of the ‘basic journals’, it should be observed that the 

classification of a basic journal into level A or level B is based on the ISI impact factor 

without correction for the subject area. So, the list of ‘basic journals’ seems less 

complete and less thoroughly rated than the lists of ‘ergonomics journals’ and ‘related 

journals’. 
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5. Conclusions  

The proposed journal rating system is a first attempt to select and assess the 

relevant journals in the field of ergonomics / human factors, and can be the first step 

towards a generally acceptable rating system. While more analysis is still needed 

before a consensus on this issue can be reached within the ergonomics community, 

the proposed evaluation framework allows a longitudinal insight into the current state 

of development of journals in the ergonomics and human factors discipline.  
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Journal Rating Description 
A ISI journal with relatively high impact 

factor  
B ISI journal with relatively low impact 

factor  
C 

 
Non-ISI, refereed, scientific journal 
 

P 
 

Journal that is primarily meant for 
professionals and non-scientific 
readership. 

 
Table 1. Method for rating of journals. 
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Rating Ergonomics journals 

A 1. Applied Ergonomics (0.672) 
2. Ergonomics (0.556) 
3. Human Factors (0.723) 

B 1. International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics (0.354) 
2. Journal of Human Factors and Ergonomics in Manufacturing (0.188) 
3. Le Travail Humain (0.355) 

C 
 

1. International Journal of Cognitive Ergonomics 
2. International Journal of Occupational Safety and Ergonomics 
3. Japanese Journal of Ergonomics 
4. Occupational Ergonomics 
5. Theoretical Issues in Ergonomics Science 
6. Tijdschrift voor Ergonomie 
7. Zeitschrift für Arbeitswissenschaft 
8. Zentralblatt für Arbeitsmedizin, Arbeitsschutz und Ergonomie 

P 
 

1. Ergonomia (Italy) 
2. Ergonomia (Poland) 
3. Ergonomics (Australia) 
4. Ergonomics in Design 
5. Ergonomics International 
6. Ergonomics (New Zealand) 
7. Ergonomics (South Africa) 
8. Ergonomist 
9. Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Bulletin 
10. Workplace Ergonomics 

 
Table 2. Ergonomics Rating List 2003: Ergonomics journals (impact factor, if 
available, between brackets). 
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Rating Related journals 
A 1. ACM Computing Surveys (0.641, 7)  

2. ACM Transactions on Information Systems (2.036, 10) 
3. American Journal of Industrial Medicine (1.305, 31) 
4. Annals of Occupational Hygiene (1.222, 6) 
5. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (1.371, 7) 
6. Aviation Space and Environmental Medicine (0.690, 28) 
7. Behaviour and Information Technology  (0.603, 20) 
8. Clinical Biomechanics (1.257, 13) 
9. Computers & Education (0.571, 5)  
10. Computers & Industrial Engineering (0.391, 6)  
11. European Journal of Applied Physiology (1.261, 7) 
12. IEEE Transactions on Systems Man and Cybernetics Part A (0.582, 

5)  
13. Intelligent Transport Systems Journal  (0.414, 5) 
14. Interacting with Computers (0.561, 10)  
15. International Journal of Production Research (0.438, 8) 
16. Journal of Biomechanics (1.856, 6) 
17. Journal of Laparoendoscopic & Advanced Surgical Techniques – Part 

A (1.069, 7) 
18. Journal of Manipalutive and Physiological Therapeutics (0.839, 6) 
19. Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (1.452, 19) 
20. Journal of Occupational Rehabilitation (0.595, 15) 
21. Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association (0.794, 7) 
22. Occupational and Environmental Medicine (1.973, 10) 
23. Presence-Teleoperators and Virtual Environments (1.544, 7)  
24. Reliability Engineering & Systems Safety (0.545, 10)  
25. Safety Science (0.609, 13) 
26. Scandinavian Journal of Work and Environmental Health (1.590, 19) 
27. Spine (1.853, 15) 
28. Surgical Endoscopy (2.374, 30) 

B 1. Aerospace Engineering (0.045,5)  
2. AIHAJ  (0.241,6) 
3. American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal (0.685, 10) 
4. Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback (0.514, 5) 
5. ATW-Internationale Zeitschrift für Kernenergie (0.020, 5)  
6. Collegium Antropologicum (0.414, 7) 
7. Contempory  psychology  (-, 5) 
8. Cyberpsychology & Behavior  (-, 5)  
9. Diplays (0.443, 14) 
10. IIE Solutions  ( -, 27) 
11. Industrial Health (0.741, 10) 
12. International Archives of Occupational and Environmental Health 

(0.924, 15) 
13. International Journal of Aviation Psychology (0.609, 7)  
14. International Journal of Human-Computer-Interaction (0.359, 12) 
15. International Journal of Human-Computer Studies (0.471, 15) 
16. International Journal of Vehicle Design (0.190, 7) 
17. Journal of Clinical and Monitoring and Computing (-, 10)  
18. Journal of Construction Engineering and Management ASCE (0.254, 

5) 
19. Journal of Electromyography and Kinesiology (1.145, 7) 
20. Journal of Navigation (0.102, 16) 
21. Journal of Occupational Health (0.935, 6) 
22. Lecture Notes in Computer Science (0.415, 13)  
23. Minimally Invasive Therapy & Allied Technologies (0.393, 12) 
24. Occupational Medicine – Oxford (0.533, 12) 
25. Orthopade (0.434, 5) 
26. Perceptual and Motor Skills (0.271, 6) 
27. Process safety progress (0.247, 5) 
28. Revista de Saude Publica (0.134, 5) 
29. Transport Research Record (0.038, 10) 
30. Workforce (-, 6) 
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Table 3. Ergonomics Rating List 2003: Related journals (between brackets 
are the impact factor, if available, and the number of ergonomics articles in 
last 5 years, respectively). 
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Rating Basic Journals 
A 1. Academy of Management Journal  (2.831) 

2. ACM Transactions on Database Systems (1.200) 
3. ACM Transactions on Graphics (1.880) 
4. Acta Psychologica (1.330) 
5. Adaptive Behavior (1.333) 
6. Age and Ageing (1.665) 
7. Annals of Human Biology (0.926) 
8. Applied Cognitive Psychology (1.040) 
9. Biological Rhythm Research (0.915) 
10. British Journal of Psychology (1.219) 
11. British Journal of Sports Medicine (1.032) 
12. Cognitive Psychology (3.711) 
13. Cognitive Science (2.436) 
14. Color Research and Application (1.059) 
15. Communications of the ACM (2.238) 
16. Computer  (1.062) 
17. Connection Science (0.964) 
18. Cortex (1.204) 
19. Ecological Psychology (1.028) 
20. ESA Bulletin (2.889) 
21. Gait and Posture (1.755) 
22. Gerontologist (1.771) 
23. Human Movement Science (0.988) 
24. IBM Journal of Research and Development (2.560) 
25. IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications (0.968) 
26. IEEE Intelligent Systems & Their Applications (1.118) 
27. IEEE Micro (1.186) 
28. IEEE Spectrum (1.145) 
29. IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering (1.525) 
30. Information Processing & Management (1.877) 
31. International Journal of Geographical Information Systems (0.905) 
32. International Journal of Robotics Research (1.045) 
33. Journal of Aging and Physical Activity (1.021) 
34. Journal of Applied Physiology (2.581) 
35. Journal of Applied Psychology (1.976) 
36. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making (1.551) 
37. Journal of Biological Rhythms (2.695) 
38. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied (1.062) 
39. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General (4.057) 
40. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and 

Performance (2.498) 
41. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning. Memory. and 

Cognition (2.021) 
42. Journal of Gerontology. Series A: Biological Sciences and Medical 

Sciences (1.898) 
43. Journal of Gerontology. Series B: Psychological Sciences and Social 

Sciences (1.594) 
44. Journal of Intelligent Information Systems 0.886 
45. Journal of Organisational Behavior (1.156) 
46. Journal of Organisational Behavior Management (1.176) 
47. Journal of Sport & Exercise Psychology (1.595) 
48. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (1.440) 
49. Journal of the Optical Society of America A: Optics and Image 

Science (1.521) 
50. Medical Informatics and the Internet in Medicine (1.909) 
51. Memory (1.841) 
52. Motor Control (1.325) 
53. Perception (1.310) 
54. Perception & Psychophysics (1.492) 
55. Psychological Assessment (1.875) 
56. Psychological Bulletin (6.807) 
57. Psychological Methods (2.074) 
58. Psychological Review (5.756) 
59. Psychological Science (2.766) 
60. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review (1.722) 
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61. Psychophysiology (3.035) 
62. Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology. Section A: Human 

Experimental Psychology (2.416) 
63. Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport (2.342) 
64. Risk Analysis (1.791) 
65. Scandinavian Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine (1.101) 
66. Sports Medicine (2.189) 
67. Transportation Research Part B: Methodological (1.254) 
68. Trends in Cognitive Sciences (11.606) 
69. User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction (1.941) 
70. Vision Research (2.013) 
71. Work and Stress (1.585) 
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B 1. Accident Analysis & Prevention (0.754) 
2. American Journal of Psychology (0.673) 
3. Applied Artificial Intelligence (0.672) 
4. Applied Psychology: An International Review (0.762) 
5. Australian Journal of Psychology (0.404) 
6. B T Technology Journal (0.168) 
7. Behavior Research Methods. Instruments. & Computers (0.872) 
8. Computer Graphics (0.163) 
9. Computer Graphics Forum (0.631) 
10. Computer Journal (0.323) 
11. Computer Languages (0.188) 
12. Computers & Graphics (0.462) 
13. Computers in Human Behavior (0.727) 
14. Concurrent Engineering: Research and Applications (0.275) 
15. Disability and Rehabilitation (0.683) 
16. European Journal of Cognitive Psychology (0.800) 
17. GEC Review (0.067) 
18. Group and Organization Management (0.730) 
19. Heavy Vehicle Systems. International Journal of Vehicle Design 

(0.045) 
20. Human Performance (0.633) 
21. Human Relations (0.858) 
22. IBM Systems Journal (0.729) 
23. IEEE MultiMedia (0.507) 
24. IEEE Software (0.840) 
25. IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science (0.771) 
26. IEEE Transactions on Systems. Man. and Cybernetics. Part B: 

Cybernetics (0.789) 
27. IEEE Transactions on Systems. Man. and Cybernetics. Part C: 

Applications and Reviews (0.670) 
28. IIE Transactions (0.303) 
29. Industrial Management & Data Systems (0.221) 
30. Information and Software Technology (0.257) 
31. Information Society (0.735) 
32. Information Systems Journal (0.250) 
33. International Journal of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (0.341) 
34. International Journal of Manpower (0.149) 
35. International Journal of Operations & Production Management (0.638) 
36. International Journal of Psychology (0.474) 
37. International Journal of Rehabilitation Research (0.358) 
38. International Journal of Selection and Assessment (0.667) 
39. International Labour Review (0.694) 
40. Journal of Applied Biomechanics (0.311) 
41. Journal of General Psychology (0.510) 
42. Journal of Information Technology (0.545) 
43. Journal of Intelligent and Robotic Systems (0.298) 
44. Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process Industries (0.449) 
45. Journal of Medical Engineering & Technology (0.527) 
46. Journal of Musculoskeletal Pain (0.662) 
47. Journal of Occupational and Organisational Psychology (0.855) 
48. Journal of Organisational Change Management (0.250) 
49. Journal of Psychology (0.491) 
50. Journal of Safety Research (0.400) 
51. Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research (0.574) 
52. Journal of the Illuminating Engineering Society (0.047) 
53. Journal of Visual Languages and Computing (0.431) 
54. Military Psychology (0.595) 
55. Multimedia Tools and Applications (0.234) 
56. New Technology. Work and Employment (0.800) 
57. Ophthalmic and Physiological Optics (0.795) 
58. Production Planning & Control (0.224) 
59. Psychological Reports (0.277) 
60. Psychologist (0.258) 
61. Research in Engineering Design (0.405) 
62. Robotica (0.346) 
63. Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (0.456) 
64. Scandinavian Journal of Psychology (0.427) 
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65. South African Journal of Psychology (0.245) 
66. Speech Communication (0.446) 
67. Strength and Conditioning (0.302) 
68. Transport Reviews (0.182) 
69. Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice (0.531) 
70. Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies (0.171) 
71. Transportation Research Part D: Transport and Environment (0.778) 

 
Table 4. Ergonomics Rating List 2003: Basic journals (impact factors between 
brackets). 
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Medicine, Health and Biology  
applied psychology, biophysics, clinical neurology, clinical psychology, experimental 
psychology, general & intermediate medicine, health care science and services, integrative & 
complementary medicine, multidisciplinary psychology, neurosciences, orthopaedics, 
physiology, public environmental & occupational health, rehabilitation, sport sciences, surgery, 
toxicology. 
 
Engineering and Technology 
aerospace engineering, biomedical engineering, chemical engineering, civil engineering, 
construction & building technology, electrical and electronical engineering, industrial 
engineering, manufacturing engineering, marine engineering, mechanical engineering, nuclear 
science & technology,  transportations science and technology. 
 
Computer and Information 
cybernetics in computer science, hardware & architecture in computer science, information 
science & library science, information systems in computer science, interdisciplinary 
applications in computer science, software engineering in computer science, theory and 
methods in computer science. 
 
Other 
anthropology, education and educational research, environmental sciences, oceanography, 
operations research and management science, social issues. 
 
Tabel 5 Topics (ISI-categories) covered by related journals. 
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‘Ergonomics’ related journals ‘Human factors’ related journals 

• American Industrial Hygiene Association 
Journal 

• American Journal of Industrial Medicine 
• Clinical Biomechanics 
• Industrial Health 
• Journal of Occupational and         

Environmental Medicine  
• Journal of Occupational Rehabilitation 
• Medical Informatics and the Internet in 

Medicine 
• Occupational and Environmental Medicine 
• Spine 
• Surgical Endoscopy-Ultrasound and 

Interventional Techniques 
• Annals of Occupational Hygiene 
• Scandinavian Journal of Work Environment 

and Health 
• International Archives of Occupational and 

Environmental Health 
 

• ACM Transactions on Information Systems 
• Intelligent Transport Systems Journal 
• Journal of the American Medical Informatics 

Association 
• Journal of Navigation 
• International Journal of Aviation Psychology 
• Reliability Engineering & Systems Safety 

 
Tabel 6 Some typical ‘ergonomics’ related journals and ‘human factors’ 
related journals. 
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